
Flight 1427 
 

Woke up this morning in Sin City. Very warm sunny 
morning, 6am workout in the hotel gym.   I carefully fit 
«crammed» all of my weekend belongings in an overhead 
approved suitcase to avoid having to pay for a bag, and so 
that I could get quickly from the gate to my car at the 

Philadelphia airport. I shared a quiet cab ride to the airport with my husband who is 
continuing on to San Francisco. 
 
Once inside the terminal I picked up a snack- some trail mix to eat on the plane.  Roller 
bag in tow, I headed through the terminal crowded with a variety of sin city 
companions. I was ready to board my plane, and the flight was on time. I boarded the 
plane with the confidence of a seasoned traveller. I would be home in a few short hours.  
 
When Zone 2 was called for boarding I stepped up to ticket desk, handed in my ticket 
and stepped inside the boarding tunnel. I was just about to step onto the plane when a 
voice beside me announces that he will have to take my bag, because the plane is out of 
overhead space. What... I am in Zone 2. Already they are full? Yes, however, as a 
courtesy to you, we will not charge you for your 
inconvenience.  You can pick your bag up at the baggage 
claim carousel in Philly.  Lucky me... I am on a winning 
streak! No point arguing ~ the luggage Nazi took my bag, 
and handed me a sticker just as the guy behind me urged 
me forward with a gentle nudge in my back.  
 
I had selected my seat carefully. Row 7. Not because I'm superstitious, but because I 
like the number 7 - it brings me luck. Imagine my disappointment when I get to row 
seven only to discover someone already sitting in my lucky seat. Politely I say, "Excuse 
me, I believe you are in my seat." She smiled and replied, "Oh, no I am in the row 
behind you, do you mind switching so I can sit with my friend?   Inside, I was dying to 
say "No!  Don’t you know this will cause me great anxiety, that I purposefully selected 
that seat for reasons you could never fully understand! Besides - you are already *IN* 
my lucky seat." But I didn’t, I simply said "Sure, no problem” and took the seat in row 
8. It was not long before I realized that my new seat buddy was sporting a cough that 
makes me cringe with worry about the flu epidemic. 
 
Once tucked into my seat, I close my eyes and dozed off until the flight attendant 
announced the food service was beginning.  Good!  I was looking forward to sitting 
back, reading a book, and munching on my trail mix.  I reach for the seat-back button 
on the armrest next to me.  It’s stuck. The seat won't budge.  I press my feet firmly onto 



the floor and push back hard. Nothing. The seat is in lock down. As the attendant rolls 
her cart up to me, I ask her if there is any trick to working this seat. We both try again, 
but it appears that I will have to spend the next 4 and half hours at attention.  I concede -
the seat wins. 
 

Snack time! And the grumble in my stomach is reminding 
me of that I'm hungry. I reach for my trail mix and as I am 
about to open it, my neighbor «the coughy woman» in 
row 8.grrrr» tells me she has a peanut allergy, and she will 
have an allergic reaction if i go any further on that zip 

seal. Since resuscitating the woman with the sickly cough is not high on my bucket list, 
I decided to close the zippy bag. By now the flight attendant and her cart of overpriced 
in-flight food has passed me. It’s too late.  Well at east the hum of the plane will 
conceal the grumblings in my gut. Another sure bet lost in flight. 
 
I began to worry that this wasn't going so well. I decided it was 
time for a heart to heart chat with my metaphorical self. “Self”. I 
said ~ “Remember that at the stoke of midnight on December 31st 
you promised yourself to let go of the little things in life. To think 
of the world as your oyster.” (Metaphorically speaking, that is). 
“Self”, I continued “Seeing that it is already the end of January, I 
think it’s too late to change this personal resolution. Besides, you 
are doing great at it, so try to quiet that inner-critic, will you?!” 
 
I continued my reasoning. “After all, you just had a wild weekend in sin city. Forget 
your neck is stiff, your stomach is growling and that you are not in your lucky seat. 
Forget about the luggage Nazi, the seat switcher, and the germ spreader. And for your 
own peace of mind, don't stress over finding your bag on the carousel of hell that is 
going to be a whole new adventure. Life is good”. 
 
And for now, these thought are enough to sustain me for the remaining three hours back 
to Philadelphia, back to the cold and back to my life as an hourly corporate wage slave.   
 

Embracing my inner Buddha! 

Pat 


